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Global Trends - Wine Industry Key Elements 

 
Microadventures 

Travelers are finding unique ways to engage with nature locally for smaller, shorter excursions, and 
some studies indicate that these microadventures are as impactful on mental and emotional health 
as traditional getaways.  
 
A study by the Greater Good Science Center at the University of California, Berkeley, and the 
University of California, San Francisco, found that participants who embarked on 15-minute walks 
each week “reported greater joy” and even smiled more than those in the control group. The results, 
which are part of a larger study, indicate that taking a long trip isn’t necessary to inspire awe: short, 
simple excursions still have a positive effect on our mental health.  
Click here to read more 
 
 
Major Wine Producing Countries 

 
WOSA 2021 Wine Export Report 

A positive year for exports, despite many challenges.  
 
Press Release and Infographic attached.  

 
[WOSA Export Report 2021] 
[Press Release WOSA 2021 Export Report V3] 
 
DO Terra Alta makes orange wine official 

It is believed the move will make DO Terra Alta the first DO in all of Spain to have a legal certification 
for this style of wine.  
 
In the last board meeting of 2021 for the regulatory council of DO Terra Alta, in Catalunya, Spain, a 
long list of changes was approved. The most prominent was the making of a very strict certification 
system for wines that are 100% Garnatxa Blanca given that it’s their flagship grape variety. But 
perhaps the most interesting item is a bit further down the list that allows certification for a type of 
wines that in Catalan are called “vins brisats”.  
 
The name refers to white wines that are produced in contact with the “brisa” or, the skins, stems, 
and seeds of the grapes. This is a method of wine production that has gained a good deal of visibility 

mailto:charles@sawis.co.za
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http://www.stratscan.co.za/stratscan_sawis/jsp/reports/downloadDocument.jsp?id=d2dc6368837861b42020ee72b0896182&docID=26e359e83860db1d11b6acca57d8ea88
http://www.stratscan.co.za/stratscan_sawis/jsp/reports/downloadDocument.jsp?id=d2dc6368837861b42020ee72b0896182&docID=ef0d3930a7b6c95bd2b32ed45989c61f


and popularity in recent years and is more commonly known internationally as “amber/orange 
wine”.  
Click here to read more 
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